Results

Over the course of the campaign, Logical Position provided comprehensive keyword research, created meta-data, and provided relevant and unique content for a majority of Pro Restaurant Equipment’s category pages. LP also created a technical audit to constantly identify future areas of improvement on the technical side. The main focus for ongoing monthly consulting was to optimize high traffic category pages with relevant keywords, as well as create blogs and offsite pieces to help increase the site’s domain authority.

Based on Google Analytics’ data, the site’s overall organic traffic improved significantly from October 2018 to October 2020. Pro Restaurant Equipment saw a 273% increase of users to their site (311 to 1,159), a 300% increase in new users (271 to 1,085), a 275% increase in sessions (334 to 1,252), and an increase of over 600% in total revenue.

Pro Restaurant Equipment is a prime example of how the longevity of SEO can transform a business. Since partnering with Logical Position for a National - Intermediate SEO campaign in May 2017, Pro Restaurant Equipment has consistently seen incredible growth in several areas of their business. By hiring Logical Position for ongoing SEO services, Pro Restaurant Equipment has been able to maintain existing organic rankings and traffic and continue to grow throughout the duration of the campaign.

In regard to keyword growth, comparing October 2018 to October 2020, Pro Restaurant Equipment’s keyword rankings have increased by 273% (480 to 1,790). When comparing the first page keyword rankings, there was an increase of 376%. In October 2018, they had 33 first-page keywords, and in October 2020, they had 480 first page keywords.

Goals

- To increase overall targeted traffic to the site
- To increase brand awareness
- To increase site speed

Approach

Over the course of the campaign, Logical Position provided comprehensive keyword research, created meta-data, and provided relevant and unique content for a majority of Pro Restaurant Equipment’s category pages. LP also created a technical audit to constantly identify future areas of improvement on the technical side. The main focus for ongoing monthly consulting was to optimize high traffic category pages with relevant keywords, as well as create blogs and offsite pieces to help increase the site’s domain authority.

Professional Services

Pro Restaurant Equipment

Pro Restaurant Equipment is a privately-owned business based out of Oak Brook, Illinois, serving the U.S. foodservice industry. They keep prices low by providing a more direct selling channel from equipment manufacturers directly to the end-user—restaurant and bakery equipment at reasonable prices.

Pro Restaurant Equipment has been a private seller on eBay since 2000 and has operated several e-commerce websites for over a decade!